Wizard Hat
by Adrienne Franklin
Pattern Level: Easy
Seam Allowance: 1/4” used throughout and has
been added. Press carefully step-by-step.

Materials Needed:
7/8-yard medium blue star print
1/2-yard polyester fleece
Polyester stuffing
Matching thread

Cutting
Enlarge hat pattern using a copier or other method until each of the
background squares measures 1”.
From star print cut:
1 hat and 1 hat lining (use pattern and place on fold of fabric when
cutting)
1 brim – 7 1/4”x 36”
From polyester fleece cut:
1 hat

Assembly

1)

Baste fleece to the wrong side of 1 hat piece close to
the edges. Fold hat in half wrong sides facing and
sew along straight edge. Fold lining piece in half and
sew along straight edge leaving an opening in the
seam for turning. See figure 1.

2)

Place hat inside lining, right sides facing, raw edges
and back seams aligned. Sew hat to lining along
bottom edge. See figure 2. Turn right side out
through opening in lining. Slipstitch lining closed.

3)

For brim, fold brim in half
lengthwise right sides facing. Sew
long edge, leaving ends open for
turning. Turn right side out. Stuff
firmly with stuffing. Place around
bottom of hat and adjust to fit by
stuffing one end of brim inside the
other until brim fits hat. Fold in
raw edge along outer brim section
and slipstitch closed. Slipstitch
brim to hat all the way around .

Wizard Cape
by Adrienne Franklin
Size: Children’s one size fits most
Pattern Level: Easy
Seam Allowance: 1/4 “ seam allowance used throughout.

Materials Needed:
1 1/4 –yards Castle scenic print (will make a cape up to 40” long)
1 1/2 –yards 3/4” wide ribbon (optional)
Matching thread

Assembly

1) Measure your child from the base of the neck to the desired length of
the cape. Add 5” to this measurement and cut a piece of fabric this
length by the width of the fabric.
2) Cut off selvages of the fabric and narrow hem each side by turning
under 1/4” and then turning under 1/4” again to enclose the raw edges.
Stitch. Hem bottom edge in the same manner.
3)

4)

To form top casing and collar,
fold over 4 1/2 “ along upper
edge, folding under 1/4”
along the raw edge. To make
a 1” casing, mark and stitch
3” from top folded edge. See
figure 1. Stitch along lower
folded edge.

Tie: If using ribbon, insert ribbon into casing using a safety
pin as a guide. Trim ribbon ends on the diagonal to prevent
fraying. To make a tie using leftover fabric from the cape or
hat, cut or piece strips to equal a piece 3”x 54”. Fold strip in
half lengthwise, wrong sides facing and press. See figure2.
Open and fold in raw edges to meet center fold. Close and
stitch closed along both folded edges. Insert in casing using
a safety pin. Knot ends to prevent fraying.
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